Healthy
Futures

A social prescribing service
providing tailored interventions
that meet a broad range of needs

carer responsibilities •

Healthy Futures was devised
in partnership with SDS
MyHealthcare GP Federation.
The aim of the service is
to support patients and
address their social needs,
but also to assist GPs in
freeing up valuable time, by
providing a direct referral
route for anyone who needs
non-medical support. This
includes help with issues
such as:
•
•
•
•

isolation and social support
benefits, debt and housing
low mood and wellbeing
management of long term
conditions

Whether someone just needs
a cup of tea and a friendly
chat to get through the day,
or has complex needs that
require a range of specialist
help, Healthy Futures is a
“one stop shop” into which
south Birmingham GPs can
refer patients.

“I think this service is great
especially for the community
I work within. Many of the
patients have financial/housing
issues and it has been great to
re-direct them to you to help.”
Dr Jessica Agarwal,
Greet Medical Centre

Case Study:
Leslie
social isolation •

“Margaret helped Leslie meet people who understand”
Leslie, who’s in his 50s, is sole carer for his wife, who has Alzheimer’s. He was referred
to the Healthy Futures service by his GP, who felt Leslie needed some support; because
he doesn’t have access to respite, he is quite isolated and experiences low moods.
Leslie was assigned to a Wellbeing Navigator, Margaret, and their first contact was over
the phone about a week after he was referred. They had a chat and Leslie admitted
that, although he tries to stay upbeat, he sometimes finds his situation frustrating. His
wife doesn’t like to leave the house, which means Leslie isn’t able to go out very often.
He tries to go for a walk every day, but doesn’t like to leave her alone for very long.
With this in mind, Margaret began to look at getting Leslie some respite and helping
him to get out and socialise a bit more. He lives very close to where we hold a regular
Patient Health Forum – a social group for people with long term conditions and their
carers – so the first thing she did was invite him and his wife to the next meeting, a
fortnight away.
Over the next couple of weeks, Margaret called Leslie to chat about the help she and
other supporting agencies could offer him. She put him in contact with carers’ groups
and respite providers, and continued to remind him about coming to the meeting.
Although his wife wasn’t keen, Leslie attended the next Patient Health Forum and has
been to every meeting since. He enjoys socialising there, and finds it useful to be able
to talk to other people about his wife’s condition and his own situation as a carer. The
meetings also include speakers from other agencies and community groups, so Leslie
has been able to access further information and speak to support providers directly.
Both Leslie and Margaret would like it if his wife came to the meetings too, and
Margaret has visited the couple at home a few times to try and encourage her to attend,
but so far she has declined.
Margaret has continued to stay in touch with Leslie, passing on information that might
be useful, both for him personally and in relation to his caring responsibilities. She still
calls or visits before each Patient Health Forum meeting to try and encourage Leslie’s
wife to come along.
At a recent Patient Health Forum meeting, Leslie told us, “I don’t get to go out much
because I don’t like leaving my wife at home, but I really like coming to these [meetings].
I feel like people here really understand”.

Healthy Futures is provided by Gateway Family Services,
a community interest company with over a decade of
experience providing one-to-one support to vulnerable
people in Birmingham and the wider West Midlands.
Call Gateway Family Services to find out more: 0121 456 7820

